
Be Able To

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

But she __________________________ downstairs!1.
(past perfect/not/go)

And __________________________________ the virgin love fed by her
slumber?
2.

(how/he/past perfect/command/?)

You ______________________ it at the shortest notice; since you might at
some time wish to quit Egypt in haste with all your possessions.
3.

(must/get)

The time had at length arrived when he
_____________________________ that design; and nothing seemed any
longer to stand in the way of its full and complete accomplishment.

4.

(would/carry out)

______________________________________ from serious thoughts
tonight?
5.

(she/would/never/get away/?)

___________________________ to me, Crawl-and behold me, forced to
crawl?
6.

(they/must/say/?)

We ______________________ the summit by sunrise.7.
(past simple/attain)

He had two reasons for not promising to send home goods when he knew
he _____________________________ his word.
8.

(should/not/keep)

But he ________________________________ any words with her.9.
(past perfect/not/exchange)

Among a multitude of opinions upon this delicate point-some acute, some
learned, some sufficiently the reverse-I ____________________ nothing
which ought to be considered satisfactory.

10.

(present simple/select)

Suspected and watched, he _________________________ until a year
later.
11.

(past simple/not/escape)
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We _______________________________ it, said the girls.12.
(should/not/mistake)

They ______________________________ the robbery.13.
(past perfect/anticipate)

She _________________________________ things afterward.14.
(might/past/adjust)

The expressman would come, but the expressman would go, for he
________________________________ the house!
15.

(would/not/get into)

__________________________________________________ any more
effectually than the fortifications of Berlin had done the assaults of the terrible
war-balloons of the Tsar?

16.

(the Belgian strongholds/would/resist/?)

_________________________________ to England?17.
(when/I/shall/return/?)

It is a comfort to women _____________________ their affection freely
where conventionalities and circumstances make the return of it in degree
unlikely.

18.

(indefinite/give)

My husband may be dead, but I _______________________________
the smallest proof of it.
19.

(present perfect/not/secure)

I knew I ____________________________ her face, under the shade of
this disappointment; and so, coward that I was, I turned this trouble, where I
have turned so many others, upon my wife.

20.

(should/not/see)
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